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Abstract. Phase resolved temperature distributions are determined along a rod
shaped tungsten electrode, by which an ac arc is operated within a model lamp
ﬁlled with argon. Switched dc and sinusoidal currents are applied with amplitudes of
several amps and operating frequencies being varied between 10 Hz and 10 kHz. The
temperature is deduced from the grey body radiation of the electrode being recorded
with a spectroscopic measuring system. Phase resolved values of the electrode tip
temperature Ttip and of the power input Pin are determined comparing the measured
temperature distributions with the integral of the one dimensional heat balance with
these parameters as integration constants. They are supplemented by phase resolved
measurements of the sum of cathode and anode fall called electrode sheath voltage. If a
switched dc current is applied it is found that both quantities are within the cathodic
phase only marginally higher than for a cathode being operated with a dc current.
Ttip and Pin start to decrease for low currents and to increase for high currents at the
beginning of the anodic phase. But with increasing operating frequency the deviations
from the cathodic phase are reduced until they cannot be resolved for frequencies of
several kHz. A more pronounced modulation but the same tendencies are observed
with a sinusoidal current waveform. For 10 kHz a diﬀuse arc attachment with an
almost phase independent electrode tip temperature, which deviates only marginally
from that of a dc cathode, and an electrode sheath voltage proportional to the arc
current is established with both current waveforms.
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1. Introduction
A quantitative description has been achieved now of the dc operation of cathodes in
high intensity discharge (HID) lamps at least in the case of plain lamp ﬁllings, e.g. with
noble gases or mercury. It is on one hand an outcome of intense theoretical studies and
on the other hand of experimental investigations, mainly at a model lamp, within the
last years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The description of the dc operation of anodes in HID lamps is less advanced, but at least a qualitative understanding
has been achieved for cold and to some extent also for hot HID anodes [16, 17, 18, 19].
The diﬀerent properties of the cathodic and anodic arc attachment in HID lamps can
be distinctly deﬁned now. The cathodic arc attachment is determined by a thin plasma
boundary layer covering the electrode surface. It is characterized by a much higher
electrical power input per unit volume than into the bulk plasma and a power ﬂux to
the cathode of high density. It heats the cathode so that thermionic electron emission
can take place. The layer decouples the cathode from the bulk plasma. Accordingly,
its properties are completely determined by the cathode fall Uc and the temperature
of the cathode surface Tc [10, 11]. The power balance of the system plasma boundary
layer - cathode has diﬀerent solutions beneath a distinct arc current corresponding to
the experimentally observed diﬀuse and spot mode of cathodic arc attachment. The
critical current is determined by the electrode geometry and the gas ﬁlling. In the case
of the anodic arc attachment a boundary layer with some extension perpendicular to the
electrode surface is formed. It consists of a constriction zone and a thin sheath immediately in front of the anode. The constriction zone produces a positive voltage drop in
front of the anode; the voltage drop across the sheath may be negative especially in the
case of a cold anode when a thermionic electron emission of the anode can be neglected.
The resulting anode fall Ua is positive, but its inﬂuence onto the power input into the
electrode is, diﬀerent to that of the cathode fall Uc , marginal [19, 20]. With increasing
anode temperature the thermionic electron emission exerts a rising inﬂuence onto the
anodic arc attachment. The emitted electrons return to the anode with an enhanced
kinetic energy withdrawn from the plasma boundary layer in front of it. Diﬀerent to the
cathode the thermionic electron emission of the anode cools the anodic plasma boundary layer and heats the anode. It causes a spreading of the anodic plasma boundary
layer across the anode surface. Comparing cathode and anode it was found, that at low
currents the power input into the cathode and with it the cathode temperature is higher
than the power input and tip temperature of the anode. But at a deﬁnite current, which
is determined by the properties of the electrode and of the gas atmosphere, the power
input into the anode and with it the anode tip temperature exceed those of the cathode
[16, 19].
However, it was shown recently operating a model lamp with a sinusoidal or switched
dc current [21, 22] that the results obtained in the case of dc operation of HID electrodes can not simply be transferred to the cathodic and anodic phase in the case of ac
operation. Interferences are observed between the cathodic and anodic arc attachment,
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increasing with rising operating frequency. They are reﬂected by an adaptation of the
time/phase dependent variation of the electrode sheath voltage (ESV), representing the
sum of the cathode fall Uc and the anode fall Ua , to that of the current waveform proceeding with increasing operating frequency. Similar results were found if the ESVs of
high pressure mercury lamps operated with sinusoidal currents of diﬀerent frequencies
were deduced from voltage measurements at lamps of diﬀerent length but otherwise
identical properties. Moreover it was indicated by these measurements that the anode
fall Ua may become intermittently negative in the case of an operation with a sinusoidal
current [23, 24]. Besides the spot mode of cathodic arc attachment disappears with
increasing frequency. It is only formed if special structures are present on the electrode
surface [22]. Pronounced changes are also observed if the electrical power supply of
metal halide HID lamps operated in quartz or transparent YAG tubes is changed from
a dc current to a sinusoidal or switched dc current [25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
The theoretical treatment of ac operated HID lamp electrodes is still at the beginning.
The reason is that up to now an appropriate model of the anode boundary layer is
missing. In [30] the problem was circumvented by modeling only the cathode of a high
pressure mercury lamp being operated with a rectiﬁed sinusoidal current. Mode changes
from the diﬀuse into the spot mode within the up swinging branch and from the spot
into the diﬀuse mode within the declining branch of the sinusoidal half wave could be
simulated for an operating frequency f = 50 Hz, low currents and appropriate electrode
parameters. For f = 500 Hz only a diﬀuse mode of arc attachment could be realized by
simulation. Additionally the simulation shows an adjustment of the time variation of
the cathode fall Uc (t) to the current wave form i(t) = I0 | sinωt | when the operating
frequency was increased. Finally it was found that for the same irms the power input
into the cathode becomes lower for the rectiﬁed sine wave than in the case of a dc operation. The theoretical predictions were conﬁrmed at least qualitatively by experimental
investigations on the cathode of an ac high-pressure mercury discharge [31]. In [26] similar results were obtained in the case of an operation of a high pressure Hg lamp with
a f = 120 Hz switched dc current, if the model given in [30] is extended by a simple
anode model being represented by a constant anode heating voltage. The stability of
the diﬀuse mode of cathodic arc attachment is investigated theoretically very detailed in
[32] for electrodes being operated with an ac current. The results are in accordance with
the experimental ﬁnding that the disposition for the formation of a spot like cathodic
arc attachment decreases with increasing operating frequency. But also in [32] a very
simple anode model is used.
The changes of arc attachment at the electrodes for an increased operating
frequency from 10 Hz to 10 kHz will be investigated in more detail by pyrometric,
electric and spectroscopic measurements at the Bochum model lamp [5]. Phase resolved
measurements of the temperature distribution along the electrode rod made of pure
tungsten are performed in the model lamp ﬁlled with argon and supplemented by phase
resolved measurements of the ESV. Two diﬀerent current waveforms are applied: a
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switched dc current and a sinusoidal current. The electrode tip temperature and the
power input into the electrode are determined in dependence on the phase angle for
operating frequencies from 10 Hz to 10 kHz for diﬀerent current amplitudes. They are
obtained by comparing the temperature distributions measured along the electrode
rod with an integral of the time dependent power balance of the electrode. Finally
an interpretation of the results will be given considering the interaction between the
electrode and the plasma boundary in front of it. The major part of the results is
already given in the PhD thesis of Reinelt [33].
The power input into the electrode during the cathodic phase and the ESV will be used
in another paper to determine electrode falls in the case of ac operation.
2. Experimental setup
2.1. Model lamp
The Bochum model lamp was already described in several papers; additional sectional
drawings are presented in [5, 19]. Therefore only a sketch will be given here.
The discharge tube of the model lamp is made of fused silica. Its inner diameter amounts
to 9 mm. It is mounted in metallic sockets which have several functions. They serve as a
vacuum tight feed through for the electrode holders. Additionally they seal the discharge
vessel at both ends and manage the gas supply. The lamp tube can be evacuated by a
vacuum pumping station to 10−4 Pa before it is ﬁlled with noble gases of high purity. The
electrode holders are isolated from the whole system to be used as electrical connectors.
Furthermore the holders can be moved inside the tube very precisely by stepping motors.
This gives the possibility to vary the electrode position and thus the arc length even
during operation of the lamp. Tungsten electrodes made of AKS material (tungsten
doped with Al, K and Si to achieve a ﬁne grained crystal structure) with a length lE
between 10 and 20 mm and diameter dE between 0.5 and 2 mm are soldered into the
tips of the holders. The electrodes are cooled by silicon oil which is ﬂowing around
that part of the electrodes which extends into the electrode holders. By the cooling
the electrode temperature at the soldering point is ﬁxed to a constant value. The lamp
and the electrodes in it are operated in vertical position. Measurements are mostly
performed with the electrode at the lower end of the lamp.
To optimize the spatial resolution of the pyrometric measurements the tube of the model
lamp is provided with a quartz window of high optical quality. It is attached to a funnel
shaped appendix extending perpendicularly to the tube axis. The attachment surrounds
a short longitudinal cut into the wall of the cylindrical tube. Opposite the window a
further tube perpendicularly to the discharge tube is added. Serving as a sink for the
radiation emitted from the back side of the bright electrode the stray light level is
reduced.
The model lamp is operated with a current source (Feucht Elektronik DCU/I 2250-30)
being controlled by the output voltage of a signal generator. It is able to provide dc, ac,
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pulsed or transit currents of arbitrary waveform up to a frequency of 30 kHz, a current
amplitude of 28 A with a maximum voltage of 400 V. Two diﬀerent kinds of current
waveforms are used: a sinusoidal and a switched dc current.
2.2. Measurement of the electrode sheath voltage (ESV)
Quite simple but reliable phase resolved measurements of the ESV can be made at the
model lamp using the possibility of a controlled relocation of the electrodes during lamp
operation [21].
The arc voltage Uarc can be separated into a cathode fall Uc , an anode fall Ua and a
voltage drop along the arc column. The arc column is cylindrical within the model lamp
and therefore the axial electrical ﬁeld strength Earc = const within the column. This
means that Uarc is linearly dependent on the length of the arc given by the distance of
the electrode tips larc .
Uarc = Uc + Ua + Earc larc .

(1)

Therefore it is quite easy to determine the electrode sheath voltage ESV (ϕ) =
Uc (ϕ) + Ua (ϕ) by a measurement of Uarc (ϕ) in dependence on the arc length larc and an
extrapolation of Uarc (ϕ, larc ) to larc = 0.
The ESV measurements can be done with a phase resolution which is much higher
than that of the pyrometric measurements. Therefore it may be helpful to consult ESV
measurements for a better interpretation of the pyrometric measurements. Comparing
both it has to be considered that the variation of the ESV in dependence on ϕ is mainly
determined by the variation of the cathode fall with ϕ at least if the lamp is operated
with a switched dc current [21]:
∂Uc
∂ESV
≈
.
∂ϕ
∂ϕ

(2)

2.3. Measurement of the electrode temperature
Temperature distributions along the electrode rods could be measured suﬃciently
accurate with commercially available pyrometers as long as the model lamp was operated
with a dc current. But their temporal and spatial resolution turned out to be insuﬃcient
as soon as the model lamp was operated with alternating currents. By this reason it
was substituted by a spectroscopic measuring system. The corresponding experimental
set up was already described in [22, 27] so that a sketch will be suﬃcient.
The spectrograph in use is a 250 mm spectrograph from Chromex with an aperture ratio
of f /4.0. A grating is used with a line density of 1200 mm−1 . The entrance slit of the
spectrograph is adjusted to a width of 100 µm. To record the radiation emitted by the
electrode with the spectrograph an optical imaging system is installed in between. A
telecentric arrangement of two achromats forms an image of the electrode on the entrance
slit of the spectrograph with a magniﬁcation of M=1. A Dove prism between the two
achromats is used to adjust the image of the electrode parallel to the vertical entrance
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slit of the spectrograph. Thus alignment imperfections from soldering or clamping of
the electrode can be corrected.
The output of the spectrograph is recorded with a CCD camera SENSICAM QE from
PCO being mounted in the imaging plane of it. The resolution of the camera along
the entrance slit is 1376 pixel and along the wavelength axis 1040 pixel. The pixel
size amounts to 6.45 µm × 6.45 µm. Taking the total magniﬁcation of the imaging
system into account the maximum length of the electrode which can be detected along
the entrance slit of the spectrograph is ≈ 6.78 mm. The camera oﬀers the possibility
of an internal binning summing up the counts of a given number of adjacent pixel.
The dynamic range of the camera is 14 bits which implies a maximum count rate of
4096 counts per pixel. The exposure time of the camera texp can be varied between
500 ns and 3600 s. The triggering delay time of the camera is very short compared
to texp = 500 ns. The CCD chip of the camera is sensitive within a wavelength
interval from 280 to 1100 nm. A calibration of the optical system in absolute values
of radiance is needed for a measurement of the electrode temperature. For this purpose
a tungsten ribbon lamp (Wi17g3 from OSRAM) with a known radiance in dependence
on wavelength for a speciﬁed current is positioned at the same place as the lamp under
investigation.
The temporal resolution of the camera is limited by the read out time of the CCD chip.
It amounts to approximately 90 ms. This means that at higher operation frequencies
(f≥ 5 Hz) not more than one measurement within one period can be made. Therefore
only phase resolved measurements are is possible. The substitution of a temporal by a
phase resolution does not raise a problem as long as the lamp operation is really periodic.
In this case only a well deﬁned periodical trigger signal is required as a starting point
for a series of successively phase delayed exposures.
The ”sync” output of the signal generator by which the current source is controlled
may provide an appropriate trigger pulse; but the delay time caused by the ampliﬁer
varies too much in dependence on the operating parameters. Thus the reference phase
has to be generated on the output side of the ampliﬁer. The current zero crossing is
inapplicable since the current may not rise fast enough after zero crossing to be able to
generate an exact trigger pulse. Therefore the trigger signal is deduced from the voltage
zero crossing of the lamp [21]. To trigger the camera only the rising edge of the voltage
signal is used. The uncertainty of the trigger pulse can be denoted with a maximum of
2 µs. To shift the trigger signal from voltage zero crossing to take pictures at diﬀerent
phase angles a delay generator (STANFORD RESEARCH SYSTEM DG 535) is used.
A block diagram of the trigger set up is already given in [22].
It is favorable to measure the radiance at a wavelength in the infrared spectral region for
temperature measurements at a solid surface. Thus a segment of the spectrum emitted
by the electrode is used which is as far as possible in the infrared region, but still within
the sensitivity range of the CCD camera. A second condition is that plasma radiation
can be neglected compared to the emission of the electrode surface within the recorded
spectral interval. A suitable wavelength for these measurements will be λmeas = 718 nm.
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The plasma radiation emitted by the model lamp in this wavelength region is very weak.
An edge ﬁlter with an edge wavelength λedge = 600 nm is used to suppress all radiation
at wavelength below λedge . It prevents a distortion of the measurement by the second
order spectrum produced by the grating at λmeas /2. The transmission T r of the quartz
window of the model lamp, which has to be taken into account, is mainly determined
by the reﬂection at the front side and at the back side of the plate. It amounts to
T r ≤ 93.25 % at λmeas = 718 nm.
A spatial proﬁle of the spectral radiance of the electrode at λ = 718 nm is recorded by
a single measurement at a selected phase angle ϕ. A grey body radiator is assumed
to determine spatial temperature proﬁles from the measured radiances. The spectral
radiance of the grey body Igb (λ, T ) is given by Planck’s law and a temperature and
wavelength dependent spectral emissivity ε(λ, T ) < 1.

−1


2hc20
hc0
−1
(3)
exp
Igb (λ, T ) = ε(λ, T ) 5
λ
λkB T
For tungsten, values of ε(λ, T ) are published in literature. Comprehensive investigations
showed that the values of deVos [34] are the most trustable ones. Comparing Igb (λ =
718 nm, T ) calculated in dependence on T with measured values Igb (z) spatial proﬁles
T (z, ϕ) are determined.
The accuracy of the temperature measurements is mainly aﬀected by questionable values
of ε in the vicinity of the electrode tip. On one hand the uncertainty of ε(T, λ),
given in literature, rises if the temperature approaches the melting point of tungsten,
on the other hand the surface roughness and with it an enhancement of ε becomes
more pronounced in the vicinity of the electrode tip. Reliable values of the electrode
tip temperature Ttip were obtained in [5] for electrodes operated with a dc current
by matching measured temperature distributions T (z) within a region of conﬁdence
between a lower temperature limit Tl and an upper limit Tup < Ttip by a least square ﬁt
procedure to numerical solutions of the one dimensional heat balance of the electrode.
The electrode tip temperature Ttip and the total power input into the electrode Pin were
determined by extrapolating the solutions up to the electrode tip. It was shown that the
tip temperature Ttip obtained with a too low value of ε may be exaggerated up to 100 K
for a cathode operated with a dc current [5]. The question is how far the error of the
electrode temperature measurement and with it the determination of the power input
into the electrode can be reduced in the case of an ac operation by a similar approach
as in [5].
3. Time/phase dependent power loss calculation from measured
temperature distributions
A rotational symmetric electrode temperature distribution is assumed as it is realized
by a diﬀuse attachment of an arc on the electrode. Moreover the r-dependence of T
along the electrode rod is neglected. A thin disk of the electrode of the thickness dz
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and a change of the phase angle dϕ is considered to calculate the power balance of the
electrode in dependence on time/phase. Figure 1 shows the coordinate system for the
electrode geometry. The temperature is T = Ttip at the position z = 0. Since during

z=0

TTip

dz
T(z)
z

electrode
Figure 1. Deﬁnition of the coordinate system for the time dependent electrode input
power calculation

the exposure time te = ϕe ω

−1

of the camera the partial derivative



∂T
∂te



=ω



te

∂T
∂ϕ


ϕe

is almost constant, the spatial change ∂T /∂z can be substituted by the total change
dT /dz. Thus, the heat balance of the electrode disk can be written as:


 
dT
d
∂T
2
4
2
κ(T )
= −2πrE qE (T )+2πrE tot σSB T +rE πρM cp (T )ω
,(4)
rE π
dz
dz
∂ϕ ϕe
where rE is the electrode radius, κ(T ) the thermal conductivity of tungsten in
dependence on temperature [35], qE (T ) the power input per unit area from the plasma
into the lateral area of the rod, tot is the total emissivity of tungsten [36], σSB the StefanBoltzmann constant, ρM the mass density of tungsten and cp (T ) its heat capacity per
unit mass [37]. A comprehensive presentation of the data is given in [38].
Multiplying eq. 4 ﬁrst with dz, afterwards with κdT /dz and integrating from T to Ttip
gives:
"
2
2 #

ZTtip
1 2
dT
dT
r π
− κ(T )
qE (T )κ(T )dt
= −2πrE
κ(T )
2 E
dz Ttip
dz T
T

+2πrE

ZTtip

4

tot σSB T κ(T )dT +

T

rE2 πω

ZTtip



∂T
ρM cp (T )κ(T )
∂ϕ

T



dT

(5)

ϕe

Now eq. 5 can be resolved for (dT /dz)−1
T . It has to be taken into account that dT /dz < 0
according to ﬁgure 1. The decrease of the electrode temperature with increasing values
of z is represented by a minus sign at the right hand side of the equation for dz:
dz =

(6)
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κ(T )dT

dT 2

κ(T ) dz

Ttip

+

4
rE

τ =T
R tip

qE κdτ −

τ =T

4
rE

τ =T
R tip

tot σSB τ 4 κdτ − 2ω

τ =T

τ =T
R tip

ρM cp κ

τ =T

The ﬁrst and second term within the square root under the fraction bar on the right
hand side of eq. 6 need a further interpretation.
The power input per unit area from the plasma into the end face of the electrode qE (Ttip )
is balanced by heat conduction from the surface of the electrode in its bulk and thermal
radiation from the surface into free space:




dT
dT
4
+ tot σSB Ttip = − κ
+ qR ;
(7)
qE (Ttip ) = − κ
dz Ttip
dz Ttip
with
4
qR (Ttip ) = tot σSB Ttip
 qE (Ttip ).

It has to be taken into account that qE (T ) contributes only in the vicinity of the
electrode tip within the attachment area of the arc to the heat balance of the electrode.
Observations show that it is limited to z ≤ rE ; T ≥ T (z = rE ) = Tarc
qE (T ) > 0 ; Tarc ≤ T ≤ Ttip f or z ≤ rE ;
qE (T ) = 0 ; T ≤ Tarc
τZ
=Ttip
τ =Tarc

qE κdτ = −

ZrE

f or z ≥ rE

qE (z)κ



dτ
dz





dT
dz ≈ − κ
dz

z=0

= [qE (Ttip ) − qR (Ttip )]

(8)

ZrE


Ttip

ZrE

qE (z)dz

(9)

0

qE (z)dz.

0

with





dT
dT
≈− κ
− κ
dz Ttip
dz Tarc ≤T ≤Ttip

Summing-up the two terms in eq. 6 yields:
τZ
=Ttip
2

dT
4
κ
+
qE κdτ
dz Ttip rE

(10)

τ =T

ZrE
4
[qE (Ttip ) − qR ] qE (z)dz
≈ [qE (Ttip ) − qR ] +
rE
0
2 
2


2
ZrE
ZrE
1
πrE2 (qE (Ttip ) − qR ) + 2πrE qE (z)dz  −  2πrE
=
qE dz 
2
πre
πrE2
2

0

0

The quantity
Pin =

πrE2 qE (Ttip )

+ 2πrE

ZrE
0

qE (z)dz

(11)



∂τ
∂ϕ



dτ
ϕe
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is the total power input into the electrode tip, the quantity
Pr = qR (Ttip )πrE2

(12)

is the radiant power, which is emitted by the end face of the electrode and
ZrE
Pc = 2πrE qE dz

(13)

0

the power input into the cylinder barrel of the rod. Inserting eq. 11, eq. 12 and eq. 13
into eq. 10 yields:
τZ
=Ttip
2

4
(Pin − Pr )2 − Pc2
dT
+
qe κdτ =
.
κ
dz Ttip rE
(rE2 π)2

(14)

τ =T

The ratio:



Pc
Pin − Pr

2

1

(15)

can be neglected very often. The integration of eq. 6 provides, neglecting Pc, a relation
zsim (T ), which can be compared with results from measurements.
zsim (T ) ≈
ZTtip
T 0 =T

"

(16)
κ(T 0 )dT 0



Pin −Pr
2
πrE

2
Ttip

−

4
rE

TRtip

tot σSB τ 4 κ(τ )dτ − 2ω

τ =T 0

TRtip

ρM cp (τ )κ(τ )

τ =T 0



∂τ
∂ϕ



dτ
ϕe

The minus sign in eq. 6 is removed by transposing the integration limits. The integral
can be executed if measured values for (∂T /∂ϕ)ϕe and estimated values for Ttip and
(Pin − Pr )2 are inserted.
Reliable values of zmeas (T ) between lower temperatures Tl and upper temperatures Tup
are provided by measurements. They can be used to determine appropriate values of
Pin and Ttip by searching the minimum of:
ZTup
f (Pin , Ttip ) =
[zmeas (T ) − zsim (T )]2 dT.

(17)

Tl

A consideration of the diﬀerence
τZ
=Ttip

2
2

2 
dT
4
Pc
Pin − Pr
− κ
−
qE κdτ =
rE2 π
dz Ttip rE
re2 π

(18)

τ =T

may be necessary by an additional simulation of the electrode tip if the arc attachment
on the lateral area of the electrode cannot be neglected. It becomes only zero if Pin is
exclusively coupled into the end face of the electrode. It will be favourable to choose
the experimental conditions in such a way that the diﬀerence can be neglected.
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In ﬁgure 2 two examples, one for the anodic phase and an other one for the cathodic
phase, are shown for measured courses of the temperature along the electrode rod,
T (z), and the course of the phase variation of the temperature in dependence on z,
(∂T (z)/∂ϕ)ϕe . For comparison courses of T (zsim ) are added which are calculated with
eq. 16 and eq. 17 from the experimental data. The length of the electrode amounts
to le = 20 mm and its diameter to dE = 1 mm, the ﬁlling gas is argon at a pressure
p = 0.26 MPa. The arc is operated by a sinusoidal current with f = 10 Hz and an
amplitude î = 4.24 A. In ﬁgure 2a T (z), (∂T (z)/∂ϕ)ϕe and T (zsim ) in the anodic half
period for ϕ = π/4 are presented and in ﬁgure 2b in the cathodic half period for
ϕ = 5/4π. In addition results for Ttip and Pin are given deduced from the measurements
in the anodic and cathodic phase.
The relation between the variation of Pin and Ttip with ϕ is controlled by the dependence
of the second integral within the square root under the fraction bar in eq. 16 on
(∂T (z)/∂ϕ)ϕe . It takes into account the heat capacity of the electrode. A distinct
variation of the temperature with ϕ occurs only in the vicinity of the electrode tip,
but disappears with increasing distance from the tip [22]. Its dimension is given by
the penetration depth of a sinusoidal modulation of the temperature at the electrode
tip λpen = (κ/ρM cp 2πf )1/2 ). It amounts to λpen = 0.6 mm for Ttip = 3000 K and
f = 10 Hz in qualitative agreement with the results given in ﬁgure 2. This means that
the temperature distribution T (z) in the vicinity of the electrode tip has to be taken
into account in eq. 17 and therefore also in all terms within the square root under the
fraction bar in eq. 16 to consider the variation of Pin and Ttip in dependence on ϕ. All
4
terms depend very sensitively on T (z). Pr depends on Ttip
and the integrand of the ﬁrst
4
4
in Pr and of T 4
integral within the square root on T . The exaggerated values of Ttip
in the integrand may be compensated in part by too low values of tot . The uncertainty
of T (z) and (∂T (z, ϕ)/∂ϕ)ϕe in the vicinity of the electrode tip is the dominant error
source of Pin (ϕ). Compared to this, erroneous material properties and an extension of
the arc attachment onto the lateral surface of the electrode (Pc > 0) can be neglected.
It is found for the examples given in ﬁgure 2a and 2b:
Ttip (π/4) = (3088 ± 30) K, Ttip (5/4π) = (3102 ± 60) K.
The dependence of the courses of Pin (ϕ) on the erroneous values of T (z), enhanced by
the terms proportional to T 4 in eq. 16, and on the erroneous values of (∂T (z)/∂ϕ)ϕe in
the vicinity of the electrode tip is more pronounced than that of Ttip (ϕ). It is found for
the examples given in ﬁgure 2a/2b:
Pin (π/4) = (23.1 ± 1.3) W, Pin (5/4π) = (26.1 ± 2.5) W.
The penetration depth λpen and the amplitude of the modulation of T (z, ϕ) decrease
with increasing operating frequency. The penetration depth is reduced to λpen ≈ 60 µm
if the operating frequency is increased from f1 = 10 Hz to f2 = 1 kHz. The amplitude
approximately proportional to ∆Pin /(ρM cp rE2 πλpen 2πf )
modulation ∆Ttip (ϕ), which isp
is reduced by the same factor f1 /f2 . (rE πλpen represents the volume of the electrode
tip in which a temperature variation takes place.) Therefore the second integral within
the square root under the fraction bar in eq. 16 can be neglected and with it the
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temperature distribution in the vicinity of the electrode tip. As in [5] the course of
zmeas (T ) within a region of conﬁdence can be used to determine Ttip and Pin . The results
are the same as those which are obtained with the procedure given in [5]. But it has to
be kept in mind that information on a diﬀerent power input into the electrode within
the anodic and cathodic phase may get lost if variations of the electrode temperature
in dependence on phase cannot be resolved.
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Figure 2. Measured and simulated temperature T (z), T (zsim ) along the electrode
z-axis at phase positions of a) ϕe = π/4 (anodic phase) and b) ϕe = 5/4π (cathodic
phase) and the corresponding values (∂T /∂ϕ)ϕe for a sinusoidal current irms = 3 A,
f = 10 Hz. Electrode parameters: diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE = 20 mm,
gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa. In addition results for Ttip and Pin are given

4. Measuring results
Results of the electrode tip temperature Ttip and of the power Pin coupled from the
plasma into the electrode are presented in dependence on the phase angle ϕ. The
pyrometric measurements are supplemented in part by ESV (ϕ) measurements. To
investigate the inﬂuence of the current waveform on the electrode behaviour, the
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electrode is either operated with a switched dc or a sinusoidal current.
The dimensions of the electrode are lE = 20 mm, dE = 1 mm. The amount of
the rms-current i is varied between i = 3 A and i = 6 A. By the special choice
of parameters the formation of a spot attachment within the cathodic phase is
avoided. But minor variations of the arc attachment on the electrode, also for constant
macroscopic parameters, have to be considered, especially if the results of diﬀerent
measurements are compared. Measurements are performed at operating frequencies of
f = 10, 25, 100, 500 Hz, 1, 2, 5 and 10 kHz. For frequencies up to 100 Hz temperature
measurements are performed at 20 equidistant phase angles ϕν = 0.1πν, (ν = 1 − 20)
within one period. The number of measuring points is reduced in the case of f = 500 Hz,
1 kHz to 10 points, for f = 2 kHz to 4 points and ﬁnally to 2 points for f = 5, 10 kHz.
The reduction may be justiﬁed since the amplitude modulation decreases with increasing
operating frequency. In the subsequent ﬁgures the results for some frequencies are
omitted to achieve a clearer representation. A documentation of all measurements can
be found in the PhD thesis of Reinelt [33]. In the subsequent ﬁgures the measurements
within the anodic half period are presented between ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π, and those within
the cathodic half period between ϕ = π and ϕ = 2π.
4.1. Operation by a switched dc current
Figure 3 shows courses of Ttip (ϕ) for diﬀerent frequencies between 10 Hz and 10 kHz, and
diﬀerent amplitudes of the switched dc current. In ﬁgure 3a courses of Ttip (ϕ) for i = 3 A,
f = 10, 25, 500 Hz and 10 kHz are given. For f = 10 Hz an approximately exponential
decrease of the electrode temperature during the anodic phase by ∆T ≥ 120 K is
observed. The lowering is reduced a bit more than half (≈ 65 K) if the operating
frequency is increased to 25 Hz. The variation of Ttip in dependence on ϕ disappears to
a large extent at higher frequencies, but a weak temperature increase is observed if the
frequency is raised. For f = 10 kHz the average value of the electrode tip temperature
approaches Ttip = 3140 K. It may be compared with Ttip ≈ 3000 K of the cathode [11] and
Ttip ≈ 2780 K of the anode [16], if an electrode with the same parameters is operated with
a dc current of I = 3 A. The courses of Ttip (ϕ) for i = 4 A, f = 10, 25, 500 Hz and 10 kHz
in ﬁgure 3b are qualitatively the same. The temperature level is raised approximately
by 50 K, but the temperature modulation is almost halved. For f = 10 kHz the average
value of the electrode tip temperature is Ttip ≈ 3185 K compared to Ttip ≈ 3060 K of the
cathode [11] and Ttip ≈ 3100 K of the anode if the electrode is operated with a dc current
of the same amplitude. For i = 6 A, f = 10, 25 Hz an approximately exponentially
declining increase of Ttip (ϕ) is observed within the anodic phase and an approximately
exponential decrease within the cathodic phase at low operation frequencies as is shown
in ﬁgure 3c. The temperature rises at the end of the anodic phase to Ttip ≈ 3330 K for
f = 10 Hz. It has to be compared with Ttip ≈ 3700 K which is realized if the electrode
is operated as an anode with a dc current [16] (ﬁg. 1). In this case the electrode
tip would be melted. At the end of the cathodic phase the temperature is reduced
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to Ttip ≈ 3275 K. For f ≥ 100 Hz the temperature modulation disappears to a large
extent and a nearly constant electrode tip temperature Ttip ≈ 3280 K is reached. It is
diﬀerent to i = 3 A and i = 4 A less than the average between the cathode temperature
Ttip ≈ 3140 K [11](ﬁg. 8) and the anode temperature Ttip ≈ 3700 K if the electrode is
operated with a dc current of the same amplitude.
It was shown previously by experiments with dc currents that at low currents the
temperature of the cathode tip is higher than that of the anode tip, but that at higher
currents the anode becomes hotter than the cathode. In case of the present experimental
conditions both temperatures become equal, Ttip ≈ 3040 K, for a dc current of I = 3.6 A
[16] (ﬁg. 19), [19] (ﬁg. 16). In case of an operation with a f = 10 Hz switched dc current
the point at which the anode temperature passes the cathode temperature is displaced
to a current amplitude of i = 4.8 A and Ttip = 3240 K. The displacement to a higher
current reﬂects the increase of the cathode temperature and the increase of the anode
temperature at low currents and its lowering at higher currents, so that the course of
the anode temperature Ttip (i) becomes ﬂatter, with increasing operating frequency.
Figure 4 gives the courses of the total power input Pin (ϕ) into the electrode for the same
discharge parameters as in ﬁgure 3. The courses of Pin (ϕ) for i = 3 A and i = 4 A in
ﬁgure 4a and ﬁgure 4b show the same tendencies as those of Ttip (ϕ), a decrease within
the anodic phase and a steep increase at the beginning of the cathodic phase. The
average power input for f = 10 kHz, i = 3 A and i = 4 A, amounts to Pin = 27 W
and Pin = 28.5 W, compared to the power input into an electrode operated with a dc
current of the same amplitude, Pin = 27 W and Pin = 30 W into the cathode, [7] (ﬁg.
12), [11] (ﬁg. 13), Pin ≈ 20 W and Pin ≈ 25 W into the anode [16] (ﬁg. 1). For i = 6 A,
a modulation in dependence on ϕ is still visible, but quite weak. The reason is that
the power input into the cathodic and anodic half period is only marginally diﬀerent.
The average power input for f = 10 kHz amounts to Pin ≈ 30.5 W. If an electrode with
the same parameters is operated with a dc current of i = 6 A the power input into the
cathode is Pin = 31 W [7] (ﬁg. 12) and into the anode Pin = 37.5 W [16].
In ﬁgure 5 the courses of the tip temperature Ttip (ϕ) and of the power input Pin (ϕ)
measured with switched dc currents of i = 3, 4 and 6 A, f = 10 Hz and f = 10 kHz
are compared. The increase of Ttip and Pin with increasing current amplitude meets
the expectation. A variation of Ttip by less than 5 % and of Pin by less than 16 % in
dependence on ϕ are found for f = 10 Hz. A detailed description of the modulation was
already given. For f = 10 kHz the dependence of Ttip on ϕ can be neglected. But it
is not sure that the diﬀerence between the power inputs into the cathodic and anodic
phase really disappears. In the cathodic phase a bit higher values of Ttip are found than
in case of dc operation.
Supplementary in ﬁgure 6 courses of the ESV (ϕ) for a switched dc current of i = 3 A
and operating frequencies of f = 10, 500 Hz, 5 and 20 kHz are given. They clearly
indicate for frequencies up to 500 Hz a commutation peak after current zero crossing
which can be attributed to the cathode fall Uc (ϕ). It represents an enhanced heating of
the cathode for a short time after current zero crossing by which a reduced power input
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Figure 3.
Spectroscopically measured electrode tip temperature for various
frequencies. The ﬁrst half period represents the anodic phase and the second half period
the cathodic phase. Parameters: electrode diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length
lE = 20 mm, switched dc with i = 3, 4 and 6 A, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa

within the anodic phase is compensated. It is shown in ﬁgure 4a up to f = 500 Hz. At
higher operating frequencies the diﬀerence between the energy input within the anodic
and cathodic phase may be too small to be compensated by a detectable commutation
peak. The course of the ESV for f = 20 kHz shows that a switched dc current is no
longer realized by the ampliﬁer with satisfying accuracy at this frequency. A peak of
Pin (ϕ) corresponding to the commutation peak could not be resolved by the pyrometric
measurements in ﬁgure 4a. The amplitude of the commutation peaks diminishes if the
current is raised to i = 4 A indicating that the diﬀerence between the energy input
within the anodic and cathodic phase is reduced. The commutation peaks after current
zero crossing have cleared away for i = 6 A.
4.2. Operation by a sinusoidal current
Figure 7 presents the courses of Ttip (ϕ) for diﬀerent frequencies between 10 Hz and
10 kHz and diﬀerent rms-values of the sinusoidal current. In ﬁgure 7a courses of Ttip (ϕ)
for irms = 3 A, f = 10, 25, 500 Hz and 10 kHz are given. For f = 10 Hz a quite mono-
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Figure 4. Electrode input power for various frequencies. The ﬁrst half period
represents the anodic phase and the second half period the cathodic phase. Parameters:
electrode diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE = 20 mm, switched dc with i = 3,
4 and 6 A, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa

tonic decrease of the electrode temperature during the anodic phase to a minimum
temperature Ttip ≈ 3050 K at ϕ = π is observed. The decrease is disturbed by a weak
maximum at ϕ > π/2. During the cathodic phase a nearly sinusoidal increase of the
tip temperature takes place between ϕ = π and ϕ ≈ 1.67π to Ttip ≈ 3200 K and a
subsequent approximately sine-square-decrease by ∆T ≈ 70 K between ϕ ≈ 1.67π and
ϕ = 2π. The amplitude of the modulation is decreased with increasing frequency. It is
to a large extent removed for f = 10 kHz, but simultaneously the average value of Ttip is
raised by several ten Kelvin. It comes up to Ttip ≈ 3200 K for f = 10 kHz which is only
a bit higher than the corresponding value Ttip ≈ 3140 K in the case of an operation with
a switched dc current but distinctly higher than Ttip ≈ 3000 K in case of an operation
with a dc current of I = 3 A.
The courses of Ttip (ϕ) for irms = 4 A in ﬁgure 7b show for lower operating
frequencies diﬀerent to those for irms = 3 A a well developed second temperature
maximum within the anodic half period. It is distinctly lower than the maximum
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Figure 5. Comparison of the electrode tip temperature and input power for a low and
a high frequency for currents of i = 3, 4 and 6 A. The ﬁrst half period represents the
anodic phase and the second half period the cathodic phase. Parameters: electrode
diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE = 20 mm, switched dc, gas: argon, pressure
p = 0.26 MPa

within the cathodic half period. The diﬀerence between the two maxima amounts to
∆T ≈ 80 K for 10 Hz. It is delayed with respect to the anodic current maximum as
well as the subsequent minimum with respect to current zero crossing and the cathodic
temperature maximum with respect to the cathodic current maximum. The temperature
level is raised approximately by 40 K compared to irms = 3 A. The variation of Ttip in
dependence on ϕ fades away at higher frequencies. It is accompanied by a weak increase
of the average tip temperature. It rises to Ttip ≈ 3240 K compared to Ttip ≈ 3185 K for
an operation with a switched dc current and a cathode temperature Ttip = 3060 K for
an operation with the corresponding dc current.
The courses of Ttip (ϕ) for irms = 6 A in ﬁgure 7c are characterized by a temperature
increase within the anodic phase with respect to the cathodic phase. The temperature
diﬀerence between the two maxima has reduced to ∆T ≈ 20 K for 10 Hz. In the case
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Figure 6. ESV (ϕ) measurements for a switched dc current of i = 3 A, f = 10, 500 Hz,
5 and 20 kHz. Electrode parameters: diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE =
20 mm, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa

of an operation with a switched dc current with an amplitude i = 6 A the temperature
is higher within the anodic phase than within the cathodic phase. The average tip
temperature for f = 10 kHz has risen to Ttip ≈ 3410 K compared to Ttip ≈ 3280 K for an
operation with a switched dc current. It is lower than the tip temperature of the anode
Ttip = 3700 K and higher than the tip temperature of the cathode Ttip = 3140 K being
operated with a dc current I = 6 A.
In ﬁgure 8 courses of the total power input Pin (ϕ) into the electrode for the same
discharge parameters as in ﬁgure 7 are given. The courses of Pin (ϕ) for irms = 3 A is
quite similar to that of Ttip (ϕ), but the modulation of Pin (ϕ) is more pronounced than
that of Ttip (ϕ). The same is true for the courses of Pin (ϕ) given for irms = 4 A and
irms = 6 A. The average power input for irms = 3 A, f = 10 kHz is Pin ≈ 29.5 W. It
may be compared with the average power input of Pin (ϕ) ≈ 27 W in the case of an
operation with a switched dc current of i = 3 A and compared with the power input
Pin ≈ 27 W into the cathode and Pin ≈ 20 W into the anode being operated with a dc
current I = 3 A. The average power input for irms = 4 A, irms = 6 A, f = 10 kHz is
Pin ≈ 32.5 W and Pin ≈ 34 W compared to Pin ≈ 28.5 W and Pin ≈ 30.5 W in case of
an operation with the corresponding switched dc currents and the power input into the
cathode Pin = 30 W, Pin = 31 W for the corresponding dc currents.
In ﬁgure 9 courses of the tip temperature Ttip (ϕ) and of the power input Pin (ϕ) are
compared for diﬀerent sinusoidal currents of irms = 3, 4 and 6 A, f = 10 Hz and
f = 10 kHz. The increase of Ttip and Pin with current is in agreement with measurements
performed with dc and switched dc currents. Ttip varies for f = 10 Hz in dependence
on ϕ by less than 6 % and Pin up to 50 %. A detailed discussion of the modulation was
already given in preceding paragraphs. For f = 10 kHz the variation of Ttip on ϕ has
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faded away. In the cathodic phase the values of Ttip and Pin are elevated with respect
to measurements at electrodes being operated with a dc current.
As a supplement in ﬁgure 10 courses of ESV (ϕ) for a sinusoidal current of irms = 3 A
and operating frequencies of f = 10, 500 Hz, 5 and 20 kHz are given. They clearly
demonstrate for frequencies up to 500 Hz an uplifting of the ESV (ϕ) after current zero
crossing compared to the sinusoidal waveform of i(ϕ) and a corresponding reduction in
front of the current maximum. It can be attributed to the cathode fall Uc (ϕ) indicating
an enhanced heating of the cathode after current zero crossing by which a reduced power
input within the anodic phase is compensated. Correspondingly a lower heating in the
vicinity of the current maximum is observed. The ESV (ϕ) approaches to a large extent
the sinusoidal current waveform for f > 500 Hz.
4.3. Summary of measuring results
i/A

3

4

6

operation mode
dc
switched dc, 10 kHz
sinusoidal, 10 kHz
dc
switched dc, 10 kHz
sinusoidal, 10 kHz
dc
switched dc, 10 kHz
sinusoidal, 10 kHz

Ttip /K
cathode anode
3000
2780
3140
3200
3060
3100
3185
3240
3140
3700
3280
3410

Pin /W
cathode anode
27
20
27
29.5
30
25
28.5
32.5
31
37.5
30.5
34

Table 1. Ttip and Pin , being measured with a dc, 10 kHz switched dc and a 10 kHz
sinusoidal current of irms = 3, 4 and 6 A at the cathode and anode.

In table 1 a survey of Ttip and Pin are given, being measured with dc currents,
10 kHz switched dc and 10 kHz sinusoidal currents of irms = 3, 4 and 6 A.
The results clearly demonstrate for a power supply of the electrode with high operating
frequencies a connection to the dc operation of the cathode. It is closer in case of an
operation with a switched dc current than in case of an operation with a sinusoidal
current.
4.4. Discussion of the measuring errors
The real values of Ttip (ϕ) for a special choice of current and frequency may deviate from
the values given in ﬁgure 3 and ﬁgure 7 by ≤ 100 K due to the uncertainty of ε(λ, T )
at the electrode tip. It should be mentioned that the value of Ttip given in ﬁgure 3 and
ﬁgure 7 are not the maximum temperatures Tmax obtained by measurements but by an
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Figure 7. Spectroscopically measured electrode tip temperature for various frequencies. The ﬁrst half period represents the anodic phase and the second half period
the cathodic phase. Parameters: electrode diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length
lE = 20 mm, sin-wave with irms = 3, 4 and 6 A, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa
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Figure 8. Electrode input power for various frequencies. The ﬁrst half period
represents the anodic phase and the second half period the cathodic phase. Parameters:
electrode diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE = 20 mm, sin-wave with irms = 3,
4 and 6 A, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa
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Figure 9. Comparison of the electrode tip temperature and input power for a low and
a high frequency for currents of i = 3, 4 and 6 A. The ﬁrst half period represents the
anodic phase and the second half period the cathodic phase. Parameters: electrode
diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode length lE = 20 mm, sin-wave, gas: argon, pressure
p = 0.26 MPa

analysis of the measuring data T (z) with eq. 16 and eq. 17 which delivers Ttip ≤ Tmax .
Two examples are given in ﬁgure 2. The relative courses of Ttip (ϕ) are deﬁnitely more
precise than the absolute values. A raw indication of the relative measuring errors is
given by the scatter of the measuring points in ﬁgure 3 and ﬁgure 7. They are in the
order of 10 K.
The variation of Ttip in dependence on ϕ for diﬀerent currents and frequencies
corresponds to expectation. E. g. the courses of Ttip (ϕ) in ﬁgure 3 and ﬁgure 7 clearly
show a lag in phase with respect to i(ϕ). The courses of Ttip (ϕ) will be interpreted in
detail subsequently. But the courses of Pin (ϕ) presented in ﬁgure 4 and ﬁgure 8 are
doubtful. Pin (ϕ) should lead in phase with respect to Ttip (ϕ) at least for f = 10 Hz and
25 Hz. But the results given in ﬁgure 4 and ﬁgure 8 do not show the expected phase
shift. E. g. the courses of Ttip (ϕ) in ﬁgure 3 produced by a switched dc current indicate a
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Figure 10. ESV (ϕ) measurements for a sinusoidal current irms = 3 A, f =
10, 500 Hz, 5 and 20 kHz. Electrode parameters: diameter dE = 1 mm, electrode
length lE = 20 mm, gas: argon, pressure p = 0.26 MPa

more or less rectangular modulation of the power input Pin (ϕ) which is not conﬁrmed by
the results given in ﬁgure 4. Moreover it is doubtful whether the diﬀerences between the
power input within the cathodic and anodic phase really disappears at higher operating
frequencies since the corresponding temperature measurements at the electrode tip are
quite insuﬃcient. Also the vanishing of the commutation peak after current zero crossing
of the ESV (ϕ) at higher operating frequencies is not a safe indication that the power
input into the anodic phase has adapted to the power input into the cathodic phase.
Another result being doubtful are the high values of Pin (i = 0) in ﬁgure 8. The reason
for the doubtful courses of Pin (ϕ) is presumably insuﬃcient data for ∂T /∂ϕ which have
to be measured between 0 < z < 0.6 mm beneath the electrode tip. But the average
values of Pin which were obtained at higher operating frequencies are quite reliable. In
spite of the general reservation some information given in ﬁgure 4 and ﬁgure 8 on Pin (ϕ)
are useful, namely its dependence on irms , waveform and operating frequency and the
relation between these parameters and the diﬀerent power input into the cathodic and
anodic phase.
A higher phase resolution may only be achieved by a temperature measuring technique,
which is to a large extend independent of the incorrect spectral emissivity  at the
electrode tip, e. g. by a two or multi wavelength pyrometry. This would be rather
expensive. It will be shown subsequently that the interpretation of the results is not
essentially hampered by the questionable courses of Pin (ϕ).
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5. Interpretation of the measuring results
5.1. General consideration
In the case of a periodic power input into the electrode the input power Pin is balanced
not only by the power emitted by thermal radiation of its surface Prad and the power
removed by heat conduction Pcond but also by the temporal change of the heat content
of the electrode dQc/dt:
dQc(t)
dQc(ϕ)
= Prad (ϕ) + Pcond (ϕ) + ω
(19)
dt
dϕ
The relation is already given in equation 4 by a partial diﬀerential equation in
dependence on ϕ and z.
The coupling between states of the electrode and its plasma boundary layer at diﬀerent
moments is mainly brought about by dQc /dt. It applies, especially in the case of a
switched dc operation, to the coupling between the cathodic and the anodic phase. As
a consequence, at low currents, the electrode temperature may be much higher and at
high currents much lower within the anodic phase than the temperature of an anode
operated with a dc current of the same amplitude [16, 19]. Moreover the coupling
prevents, in the case of an operation with a sinusoidal current, a steep drop of the
electrode temperature at current zero crossing. In general the electrode temperature
remains elevated by its heat capacity at moments of low power input and reduced at
moments of high power input compared to an operation with a dc current. It decouples
the current density of thermionic electron emission of the electrode jem (Telectrode ) from
the total current density j in front of the electrode surface so that a strong thermionic
emission may be present even in the anodic phase or in the vicinity of current zero
crossing. The surplus of thermionically emitted electrons jem returns to the electrode in
the anodic phase with a thermal energy, which corresponds to the temperature of the
plasma electrons Tes within the sheath in front of the electrode. This means that it is
elevated compared to the thermal energy of the emitted electrons which is determined
by the temperature of the electrode Telectrode < Tes . It accomplishes a power transfer
from the plasma boundary layer to the electrode given by


2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
−
,
(20)
pem = jem
e
e
Pin (t) = Prad (t) + Pcond (t) +

as was already explained in detail in [19]. It withdraws energy from the plasma boundary
layer in front of the electrode and transfers it to the anode. It may be supplied not only
by an enhanced electrical power input into the plasma sheath but also by a reduction
of the energy content of the plasma boundary layer per unit area given by ∂qpl /∂t. On
the other hand the electrode temperature and with it the thermionic electron emission
may be too low to supply at the beginning of the cathodic phase the arc current. In this
case it has to be substituted by an enhanced ion current from the cathodic boundary
layer being produced by an elevated cathode fall Uc .
For a more detailed discussion the cathode and the anode have to be considered
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separately. The current density in front of the cathode is composed of the density
of a thermionically emitted current jem (Telectrode), the density of an ion current ji (Tes)
and the density of an electron back diﬀusion current jep (Tes ) from the plasma boundary
layer to the cathode [10]:
j = jem (Telectrode) + ji (Tes) − jep (Tes )

(21)

Taking the diﬀerent contributions to the total current density into account the power
ﬂux density from the plasma boundary layer to the cathode can be written as:


2kB Tes
2kB Telectrode
+ jep
qc = ji Ui − Φ + Ukin −
e
e
2kB Telectrode
+ α (Th − Telectrode ) − (jem − jep ) (Φ − ∆Φ) − jem
(22)
e
The product of ji and the ﬁrst three terms in brackets gives the power ﬂux density, which
is transferred by the ions to the cathode. It is reduced by the enthalpy ﬂux density of
atoms, which balance the mass ﬂow of ions to the cathode, being proportional to the
fourth bracketed term. eUi is the ionisation energy of the ﬁlling gas, eΦ is the work
function of the electrons, which neutralize the ions at the cathode surface, eUkin is the
kinetic energy of the ions and Telectrode the local surface temperature of the electrode.
The term proportional to jep represents the enthalpy ﬂux density which is transferred
to the cathode by the electrons diﬀusing back from the plasma boundary layer to the
cathode. The third term considers the heat transfer from the heavy particles in the
boundary layer with the temperature Th in front of the electrode surface to the cathode.
α is an empirical heat transfer coeﬃcient [10]. The term (jem − jep )(Φ − ∆Φ) gives
the power which is needed to lift the electrons from the conduction band within the
electrode into free space reduced by the power which is released within the cathode by
the back diﬀusing electrons. ∆Φ is the Schottky reduction of the work function Φ by the
electric ﬁeld in front of the cathode. The last term considers the enthalpy ﬂux density
withdrawn from the cathode by the thermionic emission of electrons.
The expression for qc may be brought into a more appropriate form by the introduction
of the total current density j:


2kB Telectrode
2kB Tes
+ jep
qc = − jΦ + ji Ui + Ukin −
e
e
2kB Telectrode
+ α (Th − Telectrode ) + (jem − jep ) ∆Φ.
(23)
− jem
e
If according to [10] the power balances of the electrons and of the heavy particles within
the cathodic boundary layer and with them the cathode fall Uc are taken into account
the power ﬂux density qc can be expressed by:


∂qpl
5 kB Tes
−
(24)
qc = j Uc − Φ −
2 e
∂t
An integration of qc over the electrode surface gives the power balance of the electrode
within the cathodic phase:


5 kB Tes
∂Qcpl
Pin = i Uc − Φ −
−
,
(25)
2 e
∂t
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where Tes is an average value of the electron temperature within the cathodic boundary
layer and Qcpl the energy of the plasma boundary layer in front of the cathode.
The current density in front of the anode is composed of the same components as in
front of the cathode, but with opposite sign and diﬀerent amplitudes:
j = jep (Tes) − jem (Telectrode) − ji (Tes).

(26)

jep is the dominant term in front of the anode. It is mainly supplied by the current from
the bulk plasma.
The density of the power ﬂux qa from the anodic plasma sheath to the anode surface
can be written down straight forwardly [16, 19]:




2kB Tes
2kB Ta
− jem Φ +
qa = jep Φ +
e
e


2kB Telectrode
+ α (Th − Telectrode )
(27)
+ ji Ui − Φ + Ukin −
e
The term proportional to jep represents the ﬂux of power which is released within the
anode by the incident electrons. The product of jem (Telectrode ) and the expression in
brackets is the power ﬂux density withdrawn from the anode by the thermionic emission
of electrons. The term proportional to ji and the last term have the same meaning as
in eq. 22. If jep is substituted by the total current density j according to eq. 26 then
the power ﬂux density qa can be written as:




2kB Tes
2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
+ jem
−
qa = j Φ +
e
e
e


2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
+ ji Ui + Ukin +
−
+ α (Th − Telectrode)
(28)
e
e
An integration of qa over the electrode surface yields the power input into the electrode
within the anodic phase [16, 19]:
 Z



2kB Tes
2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
+ jem
−
dA
Pin = i Φ +
e
e
e
A

Z 
2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
−
dA
ji Ui + Ukin
+
e
e
A
Z
+
α (Th − Telectrode) dA
(29)
A

If the power balance of the whole boundary layer of a hot anode, consisting of the
anodic sheath and the constriction zone in front of the anode, is considered a quite
simple approximate expression for the power input Pin into the anode can be given [19]:


∂Qapl
5 kB T e,arc
Pin ≈ i Φ +
−
(30)
2
e
∂t
T e,arc is an average value of the electron temperature within the arc plasma . The last
term represents a power supply by the reduction of the energy content Qapl of the plasma
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sheath immediately in front of the anode.
An essential demand on HID electrodes in the case of switched dc or ac operation is
a thermionic electron emission within the cathodic half period in the same order of
magnitude as the total current. It can only be achieved if the cathode temperature is
suﬃciently high. As is shown by eq. 22 the power and temperature requirement within
the cathodic phase represented by jem (Telectrode )Φ is predominantly covered by the power
ﬂux transferred by the ion current density ji (Tes )(Ui − Φ + Ukin − 2kB Telectrode e−1 ) [10],
where
(Ui − Φ + Ukin − 2kB Telectrode e−1 )  Φ

(31)

jem  ji

(32)

and therefore:

It is supplemented by a minor contribution transferred by the density of the electron
back diﬀusion current jep and by a heat transfer from the heavy particles within the
plasma to the cathode. The requirement is met by an adjustment of the cathode fall Uc
according to eq. 24 and eq. 25.
5.2. Operation with a switched dc current
The measurements of Ttip and Pin for switched dc currents, given in ﬁgure 3, ﬁgure 4,
ﬁgure 5, and table 1 show, that both quantities deviate within the cathodic phase only
marginally from the corresponding values of the cathode operated with a dc current,
but in part considerably from those of a dc anode. From this ﬁnding the conclusion
can be drawn, that the electrode temperature is mainly controlled by the temperature
requirement for thermionic electron emission within the cathodic phase if the electrode
is operated with a switched dc current. At the beginning of the anodic phase the
electrode temperature Ttip and the power input Pin start to decrease for low currents
and to increase for higher currents (i ≥ 4.8 A for f = 10 Hz) in the case of a switched
dc operation as is shown in ﬁgure 3 and ﬁgure 4. The cooling down within the anodic
phase at low currents is compensated by an enhanced power input at the beginning
of the cathodic phase. It is clearly demonstrated by the commutation peaks which
are shown by the courses of ESV (ϕ) after current zero crossing, e. g. in ﬁgure 6.
They are produced by an enhanced cathode fall Uc , which raises by an increase of the
electron temperature and charged particle density within the cathodic boundary layer
the ion current towards the cathode and with it according to eq. 22 the power input
into the cathode. But with increasing operating frequency the time interval and with it
the amplitude of the temperature drop and the variation of the energy input decreases
and accordingly the amplitude of the commutation peak. It vanishes if the electrode
temperature within the anodic phase is equal or even higher than within the cathodic
phase.
By reason of the high starting point of the electrode temperature at the change over from
the cathodic to the anodic phase the thermionic electron emission remains high within
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the anodic phase. It produces according to eq. 20, eq. 28 and eq. 29 an additional
power transfer to the anode, which raises the anode temperature Telectrode and lowers
the electron temperature Tes within the sheath in front of the anode [16, 19]. Moreover
high values of jem within the anodic phase are accompanied by a decrease of ji in eq.
28 and 29 [19].
The power transfer during the anodic phase by thermionic electron emission can be
estimated, if it is assumed that by reason of the nearly equal electrode temperature
the thermal electron emission is in the same order of magnitude as within the cathodic
phase. It is approximately given by the current amplitude i. For i = 3 A, f = 10 Hz
additionally the electron temperature Tes within the plasma sheath in front of the
electrode is available [33]. It is approximately Tes ≈ 7600 K within the anodic phase.
The electrode tip temperature amounts to Ttip ≈ 3140 K according to ﬁgure 3a. The
estimate of the additional power input into the anodic phase by thermionically emitted
electrons gives:




Z
2kB Tes 2kB Ttip
2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
−
dA ≈ i
−
= 2.3 W(33)
jem
e
e
e
e
A

It makes only a minor contribution to the total power input into the electrode.
An overlap may occur of the electrode temperature increase and of the plasma
temperature reduction from the anodic onto the cathodic phase, growing with frequency.
It seems to be responsible for the weak rise of the phase averaged values of Ttip and Pin
with increasing operating frequency. It may be caused in part by the increased power
input into the electrode within the anodic phase with increasing electrode temperature
and in part by the reduced electron temperature Tes in front of the electrode during
the cathodic phase accompanied by a reduction of the electron enthalpy ﬂux from
the boundary layer into the bulk plasma according to eq. 25. The rising is widely
completed if the electrode temperature within the anodic phase has adapted to the
electrode temperature within the cathodic phase. Further investigations are needed to
achieve a correct interpretation of the elevation of Ttip and Pin with increasing operating
frequency.
If the electrode is heated during the anodic phase the electrode temperature seems to
approach at higher frequencies a tip temperature, which is lower than the arithmetic
average of the tip temperature of a dc cathode and dc anode operated with the same
current amplitude. But when the electrode temperature declines within the anodic
phase the temperature Ttip approaches at higher frequencies a value, which is higher
than the arithmetic average of the tip temperature of the corresponding dc cathode and
dc anode. The dependence of the arithmetic average of Ttip on current and frequency
demonstrates the decreasing inﬂuence of the anodic phase on the electrode temperature
with increasing operation frequency.
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5.3. Operation with a sinusoidal current
The variation of Ttip and Pin in dependence on the phase angle ϕ becomes more
complicated in the case of an operation with a sinusoidal current. But some general
aspects remain unchanged. Especially the demand on a suﬃciently high electrode
temperature for thermionic electron emission within the cathodic phase is still eﬀective.
It determines the average electrode temperature which is only modiﬁed to some extent
by the power input into the anodic phase. For the special conditions in ﬁgure 7 and
ﬁgure 8 it is lower than the power input into the cathodic phase below a current of
irms = 7.2 A for f = 10 Hz, which is much higher than the corresponding current in
the case of a switched dc operation. The lower power input within the anodic phase is
compensated as in the case of an operation with a switched dc current by an enhanced
power input at the beginning of the cathodic phase as is indicated by the exaggerated
ESV values after current zero crossing being shown in ﬁgure 10. The input power within
the anodic phase approaches that within the cathodic phase with increasing current
amplitude and/or operating frequency. Simultaneously the course of ESV (ϕ) becomes
more and more sinusoidal. The interaction between the plasma boundary layer and the
electrode by a surplus of thermionic electron emission becomes more intense than in the
case of a switched dc operation. It will be eﬀective not only within the anodic phase
but also within the cathodic phase after current maximum. The diﬀerences between an
operation with a switched dc current and a sinusoidal current, represented by Ttip and
Pin , disappear for operating frequencies of several kHz.
The measurements given in ﬁgure 8 show that at current zero crossing
Pin (i = 0) > 0.

(34)

This result needs a special consideration since it may be not only a result of measuring
errors mainly caused by an insuﬃcient phase resolution.
For j = 0 the relation of the current densities in front of the electrode become according
to eq. 21 and eq. 26:
jep = jem + ji

(35)

ji may be neglected compared to jem in the vicinity of current zero crossing as the
consequence of a low electron temperature in front of the electrode:
jep ≈ jem

(36)

Approaching current zero from the cathodic side the density of the power input Pin from
the plasma to the electrode can be written as according to eq. 23 and eq. 24:


Z
2kB Tes 2kB Telectrode
Pin (i = 0) = jem
−
dA
e
e
ZA
∂Qcpl
(37)
+ α (Th − Telectrode ) dA = −
∂t
A

Approaching current zero from the anodic side the same result is found from eq. 29
with Qcpl = Qapl for i = 0.
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An upper limit of the power transfer by thermionic electron emission Pem represented by
the ﬁrst term in eq. 37 can be estimated. For irms = 3 A, f = 50 Hz a measurement of
Tes at current zero crossing is available [33]. It is in the order Tes ≈ 5000 K at intervals
of z = 62.5 µm. It may be even lower at smaller distances from the electrode. The
electrode temperature amounts to Telectrode ≈ 3150 K according to ﬁgure 7. The current
Z
(38)
Iem = jem (Telectrode )dA,
A

generated by thermionic electron emission at current zero crossing is in each case less
than the current maximum within the cathodic phase:
Iem < î = 4.24 A

(39)

Inserting these numbers it is found:
Pem ≈ Iem 2kB e−1 (Tes − Telectrode) ≈ 1.35 W.

(40)

To make an estimate of the second term in eq. 35 appropriate values of Th and α are
needed. At current zero crossing the electric ﬁeld strength within the plasma boundary
layer in front of the electrode is E = 0 resulting in an adjustment of the electron
temperature to the gas temperature [39, 40]: Th ≤ Tes ≤ 5000 K. A good approximation
of the experimental results is achieved if α = 5000 Wm−2 K−1 is used in simulations of
the cathodic arc attachment [41, 42]. The power Ph transferred by heat conduction
from the plasma to the electrode is mainly absorbed by the end face of the electrode
r2 π = 0.785 · 10−6 m2 . Taking into account these values yields:
Ph = r2 πα(Th − Telectrode ) ≤ 7.3 W

(41)

Pem + Ph ≤ 8.65 W< Pin (i = 0) ≈ 18.5 W

(42)

The measuring value Pin (i = 0) is taken from ﬁgure 8a. The discrepancy between the
measured and estimated power input is presumably mainly caused by an insuﬃcient
phase resolution of the measurement in the vicinity of current zero crossing and only
in part by a too rough estimate. To clarify this point temperature measurements with
higher phase resolution in the vicinity of current zero crossing are required. They may
oﬀer the chance to get more information about the power transfer to the electrode by
heat conduction.
The estimated value of Pem ≈ 1.35 W is in the same order of magnitude as the power
input being estimated in eq. 33. It corresponds to the rise of the input power Pin when
the operating frequency is increased from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. It indicates that it is caused
at least in part by thermionic electron emission within the anodic half period.
5.4. Comparison of the power input within the cathodic and anodic phase
A generally equal power input within the cathodic and anodic phase at higher operating
frequencies, suggested by ﬁgure 4 and ﬁgure 8, seems to be doubtful since the
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consequence would be according to eq. 25 and eq. 30 a cathode fall, which is independent
of the electrode geometry at higher operating frequencies.
 

1 ∂Qcpl ∂Qapl
5 kB (T e,arc + T es )
+
−
(43)
Uc ≈ 2φ +
2
e
i
∂t
∂t
The term in square brackets can be generally neglected in some distance from current
zero crossing.
The general validity of this far-reaching statement needs a more detailed investigation.
For an electrode with the same dimensions operated with a dc current of I = 3.6 A, at
which the power input into the cathode and anode becomes equal, the measured cathode
fall [11] and the cathode fall from eq. 43 [12] amount to Uc = 14.3 V and Uc = 13.7 V,
respectively. It is in agreement within the limit of error indicating, that eq. 43 really
applies, if the power input into the cathode and anode is equal.
6. Conclusions
By varying the operating frequency of the model lamp between 10 Hz and 10 kHz a
transition region between two diﬀerent operation modes is realized. At low operating
frequencies distinct diﬀerences between the cathodic and anodic phase exist, which
reﬂect the diﬀerent properties of the cathodic and anodic arc attachment being operated
with a dc current. But at frequencies of some kHz the diﬀerences between the electrode
tip temperature within the cathodic and anodic phase have nearly disappeared. The
electrode temperature is mainly determined by the thermionic electron emission, by
which the current transfer within the cathodic phase is realized, and the extension of
the arc attachment zone on the electrode surface mainly by the interaction between the
arc plasma and the electrode by thermionic electron emission of the electrode within the
anodic phase. The electrode tip temperature diﬀers only marginally from that of a dc
cathode operated with the same rms current. There is no indication for a noteworthy
contribution of a displacement current to the current transfer between plasma and
electrode at 10 kHz. The ﬁndings may be an appropriate starting point to simulate
the operation of HID electrodes with a switched dc current of several kHz.
A weak increase of the electrode tip temperature and of the power input is found with
increasing operating frequency if the lamp is operated with an argon ﬁlling between
electrodes made of pure tungsten. It may be caused by an additional heating of the
anode by thermionic electron emission and a reduced electron enthalpy ﬂux from the
cathodic boundary layer into the bulk plasma.
When a reduction of the work function by an emitter eﬀect comes into operation at
a dc cathode but not at the corresponding dc anode the situation may be diﬀerent.
In this case the emitter eﬀect is produced by a monolayer of electropositive atoms,
which may be sustained by an ion current from the plasma to the cathode. At higher
frequencies this layer may survive also during the anodic phase and with it the reduction
of the work function. As a consequence at higher frequencies not only the power input
within the cathodic phase is reduced but also within the anodic phase [33]. More details
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about pyrometric and spectroscopic measurements in a YAG-lamp with a Hg/DyI3 ﬁlling [26, 27] will be given in a subsequent paper. Preliminary results are already given
in [45].
A cathode spot is characterized by a low global electrode temperature but a high
temperature within the attachment zone of the arc [8, 11]. The plasma jet, which
is emitted by the attachment zone of the spot towards the tube wall, may disturb lamp
operation. The probability that a spot mode arises becomes high if a commutation
peak after current zero crossing is formed [21]. During the formation of a spot the
local current density may increase exponentially according to exp(Ωt). The transition
from the diﬀuse to the spot mode takes place with a low growth rate Ω, especially if the
electrode temperature is high and the cathode fall low. Ω is in the order of 1000 s−1 [21].
The probability for the formation of a cathode spot decreases with increasing operating
frequency by reason of the short cathodic half period, high electrode temperature and
diﬀuse arc attachment within the anodic phase. For an operating frequency of several
kHz it becomes quite low.
An arc attachment at the electrode by an asymmetric spot may induce a helical magnetic
instability of the arc column [43, 44]. Therefore the stability of the discharge will be
improved with increasing operating frequency as long as the frequency is below the
lowest acoustic resonance frequency of the lamp tube.
The investigation shows that it may be favourable to run HID lamps with operating
frequencies of some kHz especially if in addition an appropriate emitter eﬀect can be
used.
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